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We present a study concerning the effect of the on site d-d Coulomb interaction energy U on the band-gap
states of nonstoichiometric rutile 110 TiO2 surface. As well known, the excess electrons resulting from the
formation of oxygen vacancies localize on the Ti 3d orbitals forming band-gap states. Local density approxi-
mation LDA does not give a correct description of these band-gap states, either with or without gradient
corrections. The failure of LDA is often attributed to an inadequate treatment of electron correlation in systems
with localized orbitals and is commonly corrected with an empirical local Coulomb repulsion term, i.e., the
LDA+U method. This study provides a completely general strategy to estimate the U value in this kind of
systems, illustrated here for reduced 110 TiO2 surface, well characterized from experiments. From ab initio
embedded cluster configuration interaction calculations, combined with the effective Hamiltonian theory, a
value of U of 5.5±0.5 eV is obtained, in good agreement with those reported for this system from x-ray
photoemission spectroscopy experiments U=4.5±0.5 eV. It is observed that when the ab initio estimate of U
is injected into the periodic LDA+U calculations, a correct description of the gap states is obtained from the
periodic LDA+U calculations. Additionally, the results indicate that the position of these states on the band
gap strongly depends on the level at which lattice relaxation is taken into account, with significant differences
between the density of states curves at the LDA+U level obtained using the optimal generalized gradient
approximation or LDA+U geometries. These results suggest that this combined strategy could be a useful tool
for those systems where electron correlation plays a key role, and no experimental data are available for the
on-site Coulomb repulsion.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.77.045118 PACS numbers: 71.15.Mb, 31.15.V, 31.15.A
I. INTRODUCTION
Titanium dioxide is probably one of the most studied
compounds in material science, due to its versatility and
large range of applications from white pigments to catalyst
support Ref. 1 and references therein. Together with the
improvement of the experimental techniques, the knowledge
of this material has taken benefit of the development of so-
phisticated theoretical approaches, which have helped in un-
derstanding the structure and reactivity of TiO2 surfaces.
Since most of the real applications deal with substoichio-
metric TiO2, there has been an increasing effort in character-
izing both the geometrical and electronic structures of re-
duced TiO2, specially the rutile 110 surface which is the
most stable.2
Reduction can be induced by removal of oxygen atoms as
well as by deposition of alkali metal atoms. Both processes
produce Ti+3 ions and localized band-gap states formed by
Ti 3d orbitals.1 Different spectroscopic techniques support
this description such as ultraviolet photoemission spectra
UPS,2–4 resonant photoemission,5–7 electron energy loss
spectroscopy EELS,8,9 or x-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy.6 Indeed all these features disappear after ad-
sorption of molecular oxygen at room temperature. The de-
fect states lie in the upper half of the gap, 0.75–1.18 eV
below the conduction-band minimum,10 although their posi-
tion depends on the vacancy concentration, moving toward
the conduction band as the defect concentration increases.
Also broad peaks have been observed in the region of
450–750 nm, attributed to defect levels due to oxygen va-
cancies, placed at about 2 eV below the conduction-band
edge.11–14 However, Henderson et al.15 have recently pro-
posed an alternative assignment of these peaks based on
Franck-Condon arguments. They considered that these peaks
can correspond to excitations from electron trap states lo-
cated at about 1 eV below the conduction-band CB edge to
Ti 3d-derived levels placed at 1 eV above the CB edge,
where See and Bartynski16 have situated the first maximum
in Ti 3d density of states.
In the past years these band-gap states have renewed the
interest in this material since they enhance the photocatalytic
activity observed in titanium oxide on several processes such
as the degradation of organic pollutants in water Ref. 17 and
references therein or the solar energy conversion.18,19 The
presence of these defect states reduces the energy needed for
photoexcitation with respect to the stoichiometric material,
making possible the use of visible light, which opens the way
to low-cost applications.
There have been previous theoretical studies of the re-
duced 110 surface of TiO2 focusing on the band-gap states.
Most of them predict that Ti 3d-derived conduction-band
states become occupied after reduction, but in general they
fail in the position of these new states. Among those using
periodical approaches we can mention the work by Ra-
mamoorthy et al.,20 in which using plane-wave pseudopoten-
tial techniques based on local density functional approxima-
tion LDA they found Ti 3d-like surface states but lying in
the conduction band. The same result has been obtained from
spin polarized calculation performed by means of the full-
potential linear muffin-tin orbital method by Paxton and
Thiên-Nga.21 Lindan et al.22 using gradient corrections to the
local density approximation and spin polarized calculations
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show results which are qualitatively correct but the band-gap
states are too close to the conduction-band edge. As far as we
know, the best theoretical description of these states has been
recently provided by Di Valentin et al.,23 achieved only when
the lattice distortion induced by the extra electrons is ac-
counted for with the Becke 3-parameter Lee-Yang-Parr
B3LYP functional.
The failure of pure density functional methods LDA or
generalized gradient approximation GGA could be associ-
ated with an inadequate description of the strong Coulomb
interaction between 3d electrons localized on Ti atoms. This
could be corrected by introducing an additional term U,
which takes into account the repulsion between two electrons
placed on the same 3d orbital. This approach, named LDA
+U or GGA+U method, has provided descriptions in a
reasonable agreement with experiments for systems where
LDA solutions where systematically wrong, such as the
EELS spectra of nickel oxide.24
However, the main limitation of this method is that U is
conceived as an empirical term, which is varied until conver-
gence with the experimental results. Many examples of the
application of this pragmatic approach can be found in lit-
erature. A very recent one is the work by Loschen et al.25
dedicated to the study of the electronic structures of CeO2
and Ce2O3. This procedure is not comfortable, especially
when experimental U values are not available, and it is not
possible to check whether the U value giving the correct
answer is or not physically meaningful. An alternative to this
trial-and-error procedure is the method proposed by Cococ-
cioni and de Gironcoli26 to determine U in a self-consistent
way. However, while quite promising for some systems, its
success is not universal. For instance, the application of this
method to the study of the electronic structure of CeO2 pro-
vides U values which are underestimated with respect to the
optimal U value,27 while overestimated U values have been
obtained for iron heme complexes.28 In this context, any in-
dependent evaluation of U previous to the LDA+U calcula-
tions would be desirable, and this is the aim of the present
work.
We report on a general strategy combining ab initio em-
bedded cluster calculations and effective Hamiltonian theory
which yields estimates of the on-site Coulomb repulsion
term. This value is later injected on the periodic LDA+U
calculations and provides, as will be discussed below, a cor-
rect description of the band-gap states of reduced 110 TiO2
surface as well as their dependence on the vacancy concen-
tration. It is worth to note that TiO2 is one of the simplest of
the systems where electron correlation could play a crucial
role on the description of the electronic structure. It has been
chosen as an illustrative example since there is a vast amount
of available experimental data which permit us to check the
validity of our procedure. The whole strategy, however, is
completely general and can be extended to systems contain-
ing more than one d electron per site.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II presents the
methodology to obtain U from ab initio embedded cluster
calculations, as well as the computational details of the pe-
riodic LDA+U calculations. Section III discusses the results
and Sec. IV contains the main conclusions from this work.
II. COMPUTATIONAL STRATEGY
A. Ab initio embedded cluster calculations
1. Evaluation of U from ab initio embedded cluster calculations
The on-site Coulomb repulsion U for reduced TiO2 has
been determined from ab initio embedded cluster calcula-
tions. When TiO2 is reduced by creating oxygen vacancies or
by the deposition of alkali metals, the electron excess local-
izes on Ti 3d orbitals. Let us consider a fragment of the
reduced TiO2 system, containing two neighbor Ti centers
Fig. 1 each of them with one 3d electron. Let us call a and
b the 3d occupied orbitals placed at TiA and TiB centers,
respectively. Three different situations can be conceived for
these two electrons in two orbitals:
1 one electron per orbital, with opposite spins, repre-
sented by the determinants ab¯  and ba¯;
2 one electron per orbital, with parallel spins, that is, the
determinants ab and a¯b¯ ;
3 both electrons on the same orbital, aa¯ and bb¯ .
In the valence-bond VB framework the two first ar-
rangements correspond to neutral determinants, the latter one
to ionic ones. The combination of these determinants gives
four different configurations:
a a neutral singlet state of g symmetry, Sg
N
,
Sg
N = ab¯  + ba¯/2; 1
b a neutral triplet state of u symmetry, Tu
N
,
Tu
N = ab¯  − ba¯/2; 2
c an ionic singlet state of g symmetry, Sg
I
,
Sg
I  = aa¯ + bb¯ /2; 3
d an ionic singlet state of u symmetry, Su
I
,
Su
I  = aa¯ − bb¯ /2. 4
U can be defined as the energy associated with the pairing of
two electrons on the same 3d orbital,
[110]
[001] [110]
FIG. 1. Color online Ti2O10 fragment used in ab initio embed-
ded cluster calculations. Gray and large dark spheres correspond to
Ti and O atoms, respectively. Ti total ion potentials TIPs are rep-
resented as small dark spheres.
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U = Eaa¯  − Eab¯  5
and can be written in terms of the energy difference between
the ionic and neutral singlet configurations:
U = ESgI − ESgN. 6
So, if we can evaluate the energies of the neutral and ionic
states, U can be extracted from their energy difference. How-
ever, the energies of these two states cannot be directly ob-
tained from standard quantum chemistry calculations. Since
both states belong to the same irreducible symmetry repre-
sentation, any ab initio quantum chemistry calculation will
provide solutions where both states are mixed, with different
cI /cN ratios:
1g
1
= cNSg
N + cISg
I  ,
1g
2
= cN Sg
N + cISg
I  . 7
Then we need to design a procedure to extract this informa-
tion from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the electronic
Hamiltonian. This procedure makes use of the effective
Hamiltonian theory, and it has been previously used in the
study of magnetic systems, as well as the evaluation of hop-
ping integrals in mixed-valence systems.29–41 A detailed de-
scription of the method can be found in Ref. 41, and a sum-
mary enlightening the most striking points will be provided
here.
Let us consider a model space S spanned by the four VB
determinants or by their four combinations Eqs. 1–4. Its
projector is
Pˆ S = 
iS
i	i . 8
From ab initio embedded cluster calculations we can ob-
tain n approximated solutions to the exact Hamiltonian,
which hereafter will be considered as exact. These solutions
have the largest components in the model space S, 
k ,
k=1,n, with energies 
Ek. They constitute the target space
S. Now we define an effective Hamiltonian in S such as its
n eigenvalues are exact then equal to 
Ek and its eigenvec-
tors are projections of the corresponding exact eigenvectors
in the model space. This is the definition of Bloch effective
Hamiltonian42:
Hˆ ef f
BlochPˆ Sk = EkPˆ Sk . 9
This basic equation leads to the spectral definition of the
Bloch effective Hamiltonian42:
Hˆ ef f
Bloch
= 
k=1,n
Pˆ SkEk	Pˆ Sk
 , 10
where Pˆ Sk
 represents the biorthogonal vector associated
with Pˆ Sk. Actually the projections of the orthogonal
eigenvectors of Hˆ onto the model space have in general no
reason to be orthogonal. They define an overlap matrix S as
follows:
Sij = 	Pˆ SiPˆ S j 11
and
Pˆ Sk
 = S−1pˆSk . 12
The Bloch effective Hamiltonian is non-Hermitian. Its n2
matrix elements are defined from the n2 conditions imposed
by Eq. 10. In the two-electron/two-orbital problem, n is
equal to 4, and the Bloch effective Hamiltonian takes the
following form, where the triplet state is the energy origin:
Sg
N
Sg
I 
Tu
N
Su
I 

2Kab 2tab 0 0
2tab U + 2Kab 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 U + 2Kab − Kab 
 , 13
where Kab and Kab are the exchange integrals:
Kab = 	ab¯ Hef f
Blochba¯ ,
Kab = 	aa¯Hef f
Blochbb¯ , 14
and tab and tab the hopping integrals between centers a and b:
tab = 	ab¯ Hef f
Blochaa¯ ,
tab = 	aa¯Hef f
Blochab¯ . 15
The differences between Kab and Kab and tab and tab result
from the nonhermiticity of the Bloch Hamiltonian. The her-
miticity can be restored by means of the des Cloizeaux43 or
Gram-Schmidt44 procedures, based on the orthogonalization
of the projections of the eigenvectors on the model space.
It is worth to notice that this procedure requires the
knowledge of four states. The neutral ones are in most of the
cases the lowest states in their symmetry, but the ionic ones
are excited states. For those cases where the excited ionic
states cannot be unambiguously determined or they are
strongly contaminated by other configurations such as
ligand-to-metal charge transfer excitations, the use of an in-
termediate effective Hamiltonian,45 instead of the procedure
described above, is more pertinent. The intermediate Hamil-
tonian is built on a four dimensional model space but it is
only asked to reproduce the energies of the neutral singlet
and triplet states and projections of the singlet state onto the
model space cI and cN coefficients. It is possible to demon-
strate that the on-site Coulomb repulsion on this scheme is
equal to41
Uint = 2tab
cI
2
− cN
2
cIcN
, 16
where tab keeps the valence value. This approach is reason-
able since tab is only moderatly dependent on the electronic
correlation as it has been shown in the past for several au-
thors in quite different systems.33,37–39,41,46–51
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2. Physical model
A bulk fragment of formula Ti2O10 has been chosen to
evaluate U. It is composed of two Ti atoms and the nearest
neighbor oxygen atoms. The remainder of the crystal is rep-
resented by means of a set of point charges, which approxi-
mately reproduce the Madelung potential of the infinite crys-
tal. In order to avoid an artificial polarization of the electrons
of the cluster, the Ti atoms in the immediate surroundings of
the cluster are represented by total ion potentials TIPs Fig.
1. The geometries of all the atoms are obtained from a pre-
vious periodic density functional theory DFT calculation
carried on the bulk of TiO2 rutile,52 which correctly repro-
duces the experimental lattice parameters. Notice that this
fragment contains two extra electrons, resulting from the re-
moval of an oxygen atom on the surface or any other chemi-
cal process such as the deposition of a donor atom or mol-
ecule such as an alkali metal. In order to take into account
the effect on the U value of the geometrical relaxations in-
duced by these extra electrons, partial geometry optimiza-
tions have also been carried out. Details of them are provided
on next section.
Three sets of basis functions have been employed. Oxy-
gen atoms are represented by means of an ANO-L-type basis
functions with a contraction 4s3p1d.53 For Ti atoms, the
core electrons are replaced by pseudopotentials. We deal
with 12 valence electrons when the pseudopotential and ba-
sis set proposed by Hay and Wadt54 are used basis 1 and 10
valence electrons if Barandiarán and Seijo’s set is
employed,55 with a 3s3p4d contraction scheme basis 2.
Finally, basis 3 consists of Hay and Wadt representation for
Ti atoms, and ANO-L-type basis functions with an additional
d shell for oxygen atoms contraction 4s3p2d.
Regarding the embedding, several choices are possible for
the values of the point charges. There is a general consensus
with respect to the partial covalent character of TiO2 at dif-
ference with other systems extensively used in ab initio em-
bedded cluster calculations such as MgO.56,57 For this reason
a completely ionic representation for this system could be
not adequate.58,59 In order to check the impact of the envi-
ronment representation on the U value, we have used two
different models for the embedding:
a Model 1: a fully ionic representation, with charges

+4 and 
−2 for Ti and O atoms, respectively, model 1;
b Model 2: a completely covalent representation, with
charges 
+2 and 
−1, model 2.
The bare cluster, with only TIPs in the neighborhood,
gives meaningless results, as expected, due to a significant
contamination of the ionic states, which impedes us a univo-
cal characterization of the ionic states. On the other hand, as
will be shown below, the effect on the U value of the repre-
sentation used to model the crystal is practically negligible.
3. Approximation to the exact N-electron wave functions
Highly correlated N-electron wave functions are obtained
from state-of-the-art quantum chemistry techniques. The on-
site repulsion is evaluated from the energies and wave func-
tions obtained from three CI spaces:
a The bare valence complete active space CAS, that is
a CASCI space.
b The CAS+S space, including all the single excitations
on the top of the active space. This expansion includes three
types of determinants:
1 1h, where an electron moves from an inactive oc-
cupied orbital to an active orbital;
2 1p, where an electron moves from an active to an
inactive virtual orbital; and
3 1h+1p, where an electron moves from an occupied
to a virtual orbital.
It is worth to note that these excitations can be coupled
with simultaneous single excitations inside the active space.
c The DDCI space, acronym of difference dedicated CI
space,60 where all the single and double excitations on the
top of the CAS are included in the CI calculations, except
those which do not involve an active orbital. Thus, a double
excitation from two inactive occupied orbitals to two virtual
ones is not included in the calculation. While these excluded
excitations, which are the most numerous, contain the most
part of the electronic correlation energy, they do not contrib-
ute to the energy difference among the states involved in the
evaluation of U. So, the use of the DDCI approach consid-
erably reduces the computational cost with respect to single
and double configuration interaction SDCI calculations, but
it assures the introduction of the component of the correla-
tion energy which plays a differential role in the stabilization
of the states under study. This strategy has been extensively
used in the recent past, especially in the evaluation of mag-
netic coupling constants as well as the determination of hop-
ping integrals in numerous systems.29–41,46,48,49,61,62
The whole procedure can be summarized as follows.
1 A fragment of the bulk structure of TiO2 has been
chosen, containing two neighbor Ti centers, and the ten oxy-
gen atoms around them, as shown in Fig. 1. This cluster is
embedded in a set of point charges which model the effect of
the Madelung potential of the infinite crystal on the centers
of the cluster. This cluster is doped with two extra electrons,
representing the effect of the reduction which takes place
somewhere in the crystal surface.
2 Accurate ab initio embedded cluster CI calculations
have been performed over a complete active space CAS
composed by two electrons and the two 3d orbitals. These
calculations provide the four states 3u,
1u,
1g
1
,
1g
2
with largest projections on the model space. These four states
constitute the target space. The projections of the eigenvec-
tors 3u and
1u onto the model space are fixed by symme-
try. It is not the case for the singlet states 1g
1 and 1g
2 whose
projections in the model space have a degree of freedom,
namely, the ratio of the coefficients on Sg
N and Sg
I cI and cN.
From the energies of these four states and the ratios of the
coefficients cI /cN we can univocally fix the values of the five
parameters on the Bloch Hamiltonian Eq. 13. The Gram-
Schmidt procedure is less demanding, as it only requires the
energies of these four states and the ratio cI /cN of the ground
1g
1 state.
3 For all the DDCI calculations, where ionic states are
too high in energy, we use the intermediate effective Hamil-
tonian theory and U is evaluated from the projection of the
singlet state on the model space as shown in Eq. 16.
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B. LDA+U calculations
Once an estimate of the U value is obtained from our ab
initio embedded cluster calculations, we proceed to the study
of reduced 110 TiO2 surface by means of periodic DFT
calculations. The calculations were performed using the pro-
jected augmented wave approach63 and the VASP4.6 code,64–66
with a cutoff for the plane waves of 500 eV. The electrons
explicitly included in the calculations are the 3p, 4s, and 3d
shells of Ti and the 2s and 2p shells of O.67,68 For k-point
sampling we used the lowest order Monkhorst-Pack69 set of
441 k points, including the  point. The LSDA+U ap-
proximation introduced by Dudarev et al.24 was used,
where our U value is equivalent to the Uef f parameter
Uef f =U−J proposed by these authors.
To describe the TiO2 110 rutile surface a slab model is
used. The slabs are obtained through replication along the
three directions of a supercell that includes a portion of
vacuum. The reduced surfaces are finally modeled by remov-
ing oxygen atoms from the bridge positions which have been
experimentally established as the most stable
vacancies.1,70–72
Two different vacancy concentrations have been consid-
ered: =0.25 and =0.5, where  represents the mean num-
ber of oxygen vacancies per surface unit cell. The corre-
sponding unit cells are composed of one primitive surface
unit cell in the 11¯0 direction and four =0.25 or two
=0.50 primitive surface unit cells in the 001 direction,
as schematically shown in Figs. 2 and 5. Regarding the slab
thickness, it has been argued by one of us52 that energies are
almost converged at the GGA level for those calculations
using at least a five-layer slab. Assuming a similar behavior
for LDA+U calculations, we keep the slab thickness in five
layers, the analysis of the influence of the slab on the posi-
tion of the band-gap state being outside the scope of this
work. The notations used hereafter for the resulting super
cells are 21 and 41 for vacancy concentrations 
=0.5 and =0.25, respectively.
We perform spin polarized calculations on the triplet spin
state, as suggested by previous works.22,23 The starting ge-
ometries are those obtained for the relaxed surface after oxy-
gen removal from GGA periodic calculations by Oviedo et
al.,52 and then we perform geometry optimizations in order
to analyze the dependence of the band-gap states on the
atomic structure, as recently suggested by Di Valentin et al.23
for the hydroxylated TiO2 110 surface. These authors have
found a close relationship between a correct structural relax-
ation and the occurrence of electron trapping, when hybrid
exchange functionals are used. For each considered U value,
geometry optimizations have been carried out, maintaining
the atoms in the two bottom layers fixed at their original
positions, until the largest energy difference between two
successive points was less than 110−3 eV.
III. RESULTS
A. Ab initio evaluation of U
The U values obtained from ab initio calculations are re-
ported in Table I. We have analyzed i the effect of the
electronic correlation, ii the dependency on the basis sets,
and iii the impact of the environment model on the U
value. Also the effect of the geometrical relaxation induced
by the extra electrons on the U value is discussed in this
section.
As shown in Table I, both the basis sets and the environ-
ment have a minor effect on the U values, at least for the
accuracy demanded for the subsequent periodic calculations,
as discussed below. Only the electronic correlation plays an
important role, and we focus the discussion on its effect on
the U value.
Regarding the impact of the wave function complexity, in
all cases the U values obtained from the bare valence space
are extremely large U values around 13–14 eV, due to an
artificial destabilization of the ionic states. A remarkable de-
crease of the U value is observed when the single excitations
are included in the CI expansion CAS+S results in Table I.
This important modification of U is due to the dynamical
polarization of the ionic forms, which is introduced by the
1h+1p determinants. The rest of contributions included in
the DDCI space produce a minor modification of U. This
result suggests that for those systems where the DDCI cal-
culation is not available, a reasonable U value could be ob-
[001]
[110]
θ=0.5 θ=0.25
VV
FIG. 2. Color online Schematic representation of the two cells
employed in periodic calculations: the 21 on the left and 4
1 on the right cells, corresponding to vacancy concentrations of
=0.5 and =0.25, respectively. “V” represents the bridging oxy-
gen vacancy.
TABLE I. U values eV obtained with different environment
representations and several CI wave functions.
Model Basis set
CAS+S
DDCI
Int.Bloch Gram-Schmidt
+4,−2
Model 1
1 5.80 5.84 6.16
2 5.63 5.66 6.39
3 5.43 5.47 5.54
+2,−1
Model 2
1 5.37 5.45 5.95
2 5.56 5.63 6.48
3 4.93 5.02 5.24
Mean U¯ values 5.45 5.51 5.96
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tained at the CAS+S level, at a remarkable lower computa-
tional cost. The same general trend has been found in the
recent past for several magnetic binuclear CuII systems,
where U is essentially affected by the single excitations, the
double excitations producing only a minor change.41
At the CAS+S level, both Bloch and Gram-Schmidt U
values are very close, independently of the basis sets and
representation of the environment. This means that the non-
hermiticity inherent to the Bloch approach does not affect the
U value while it changes significantly the hopping integrals
t, for instance. The mean U value obtained at this level is
around 5.5 eV. However, for the CAS+S solutions, the
agreement with the intermediate U values is not so good
differences as large as 1.5 eV are found. The comparison
with previous works on different systems41 revels that U val-
ues provided by the intermediate Hamiltonian are always
larger than those coming from Bloch or Gram-Schmidt
Hamiltonians. The simplifications inherent to the intermedi-
ate Hamiltonian produce an enhancement of the U value,
especially for low-level wave functions, such as CAS+S
ones, where the cI /cN ratio of the ground 1g
1 state is under-
estimated with respect to the DDCI wave function. The dif-
ferences are not so pronounced for DDCI solutions, although
the same trend is observed. In spite of this limitation, it is
worth to notice that the procedure based on the use of inter-
mediate Hamiltonian is the only one available for those sys-
tems where there exists a large contamination of the ionic
states that prevents a correct identification of the excited
states or those with a large number of low-lying ligand-to-
metal charge transfer excitations. Then, the DDCI values re-
ported in Table I, which have been obtained by means of the
intermediate Hamiltonian approach, must be considered as
an upper limit of the U parameter.
An additional aspect of the method used concerns whether
the active space employed on the CI calculations is large
enough to evaluate U. In order to analyze the suitability of
the active space we have determined the singlet-triplet en-
ergy difference by means of CAS self-consistent field calcu-
lations. We have compared the results obtained when an en-
larged CAS containing two active electrons and ten
moleculor orbitals MOs with large Ti 3d character is em-
ployed with those coming from a minimal CAS two elec-
trons in two 3d MOs. The so-calculated singlet-triplet gaps
differ by less than 1 meV. Indeed, the enlarged CAS wave
functions are significantly dominated by the configurations
contained in the minimal CAS projections larger than 98%.
The same negligible effect is observed when the active space
contains also molecular orbitals centered on the ligands
CAS 12MOs /6e. These results support the use of a mini-
mal active space in our extended CI calculations.
Finally, the effect of the geometry relaxation on the U
value has been addressed. It is expected that the extra elec-
trons induce a relaxation not only on the first neighbor atoms
to the two Ti centers, but also to the second and perhaps third
coordination spheres. However, a full geometry optimization
on an extended cluster, containing several Ti centers is mean-
ingless in the present case because, as discussed in previous
section, the theoretical evaluation of U requires a wave func-
tion distributing two electrons in two neighbor Ti sites. It has
been observed that when an extended cluster is employed,
the ground state corresponds to two electrons located in non-
contiguous positions. This situation probably represents the
most stable electronic distribution in the real system, but it is
useless for our purposes, since it introduces the geometrical
relaxation in quite distant Ti positions and not in two neigh-
bor Ti centers as desired. On the other hand, a full optimiza-
tion of the Ti2O10 cluster is not possible, due to the frozen
positions of the total ion potentials and point charges. The
nearest neighborhood of the cluster is not affected by the
relaxation, which produces unrealistic final geometries. For
the above reasons, we have estimated the impact of the geo-
metrical relaxation on the U value from a series of test cal-
culations, in which a progressive breathing expansion of the
Ti2O10 cluster is allowed, as well as the nearest neighbor
atoms. The breathing of the cluster enlarges the Ti-Ti dis-
tance and leads to a stabilization of the neutral configuration,
while the ionic ones are practically unaffected. Then the
ionic-neutral energy difference, i.e., U term, increases. Even
though significant changes in the total energy of the system
are observed, the U value increases by no more than 10%
with respect to the original geometry.
In summary, our ab initio calculations suggest a U value
around 5.5±0.5 eV for reduced TiO2. This value is in agree-
ment with those extracted from XPS and EELS experiments
ranging from 4 to 5 eV.57,73–75
B. Periodic LDA+U calculations
The density-of-states DOS curves obtained from our
LDA+U calculations are depicted in Fig. 3 for the 21 unit
cell. We have employed several values of U in the LDA
+U calculations, in order to check the sensibility of the pe-
riodic approach to the U value used and to discard a fortu-
itous agreement between the ab initio U value and the U
value which provides a correct description of the band-gap
states at the LDA+U level. The aim is not to suggest a U
value based on empirical fitting of the band-gap states, but to
test the capabilities of the strategy proposed. The left panels
in Fig. 3 show the DOS curves obtained at the LDA+U level
with GGA optimized structures. The right panels report the
DOS curves obtained when also the geometry is optimized at
the LDA+U level. As usual for DFT calculations,76 the band
gap is underestimated for all the U values considered band
gap around 2.2 eV instead of 3.1 eV.3 As far as we know
among DFT based approaches only the hybrid B3LYP func-
tional gives a better agreement to the band-gap energy, al-
though slightly overestimated 3.4 eV.23 Examination of
DOS reveals that for U=0 the Ti 3d-like surface state lays in
the conduction band, as previously reported.20,21
For U values ranging from 5 to 7 eV, there are localized
states on the band gap. In contrast to the B3LYP calculations
of Di Valentin et al.,23 these states appear both when the
GGA relaxed surface is used as well as when the geometry
optimization is performed at the LDA+U level, probably due
to the effect of the U term. However, the position of these
states is quite dependent on the precise structural relaxation
carried out, even when changes in Ti-Ti distances once the
optimization has been completed never exceed 0.06 Å. As a
general trend, in all cases, the electron trapping states move
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toward the valence-band edge. This is an important point to
be considered in future applications of the LDA+U proce-
dure, since so far most of the published LDA+U studies of
transition metal oxides where U values are fitted in an em-
pirical way does not take into account the possible effects of
the specific structural relaxation introduced for each U value.
For the suggested U value 5.5±0.5 eV two distinct
peaks are observed in the density of states, 0.88 and 1.27 eV
below the conduction-band edge for the LDA+U optimized
geometry, which nicely correlate with the experimental data.
For U larger than 6.0 eV, the localized states are placed in
the lower part of the band gap, close to the valence-band
edge. Even when it could be possible to relate these states to
the broad peaks observed in the region of 450–750 nm for
irradiated rutile,11–14 the controversy regarding their assign-
ment impedes us from doing. For U=8 eV and higher, the
band gap disappears, the valence-band edge mixes with the
bottom of the conduction band.
Figure 4 presents the DOS curves obtained for a lower
vacancy concentration =0.25 when U values on the range
provided by the ab initio calculations are used. As for 
=0.5, the positions of the band-gap states are affected by the
geometrical relaxation, but a nice agreement with experi-
mental data is found for the ab initio U value. A closer in-
spection of Figs. 3 and 4 reveals that the gap states move
toward the conduction-band edge as the defect concentration
increases defect states lie at 0.54 and 0.98 eV above the
valence-band edge for a =0.25 vacancy concentration,
which move to 0.80 and 1.19 eV when =0.50 in agreement
with UPS measurements.77,78 The inset of Fig. 5 shows this
effect in detail. The curves in this figure correspond to the
total density of states obtained for the 21 thin line and
41 solid line cells from LDA+U calculations, with U
=5.5 eV on the LDA+U optimized geometry.
In order to clarify the composition of the band-gap states
and the impact of the geometry relaxation on their localized
nature, we obtain the projection of the DOS PDOS on the
Ti atoms for both cells, shown in Fig. 5 middle panel: 2
1 cell; bottom panel: 41 cell for the GGA left and
LDA+U right relaxed geometries U=5.5 eV. For the
LDA+U geometry, the band-gap states are essentially cen-
tered in two specific Ti atoms in both cells, but with different
nature depending on the vacancy concentration. For low con-
centrations, the electrons trap on subsurface Ti atoms, while
for high concentrations, half of the electrons localizes on
subsurface Ti atoms, the rest on surface Ti atoms, close to the
oxygen defect. The relationship between vacancy concentra-
tion and Ti+3 distribution could affect the catalytic activity of
the material, and even play a crucial role on subsequent ap-
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FIG. 3. Density-of-states curves obtained from LDA+U calcu-
lations with different values of U using the 21 cell vacancy
concentration =0.5. The zero of energy corresponds to the
valence-band edge. Left panel: LDA+U energies with GGA opti-
mized geometry LDA+U /GGA. Right panel: the geometry is also
optimized by using the LDA+U approach LDA+U /LDA+U.
Solid and dashed lines correspond, respectively, to the majority and
minority spin components.
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FIG. 4. Density-of-states curves obtained from LDA+U calcu-
lations with three different U values for a vacancy concentration of
0.25 41 cell. The zero of energy corresponds to the valence-
band edge. Left panel: LDA+U energies with GGA optimized ge-
ometry LDA+U /GGA. Right panel: the geometry is also opti-
mized by using the LDA+U approach LDA+U /LDA+U. Solid
and dashed lines correspond, respectively, to the majority and mi-
nority spin components.
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plications. It is worth to mention that it could be possible to
conceive several localized solutions with approximately the
same energy, but in all of our calculations, independently of
both the U used and the starting spin configuration, we ob-
tain the Ti+3 distribution described above, and we have not
found an alternative way to converge over different solu-
tions.
Regarding the effect of the lattice relaxation, the compari-
son of the PDOS obtained from the GGA and LDA+U ge-
ometries indicates that the localized nature of these states is
strongly related with the relaxation effects induced by the
extra electrons. When the GGA geometry is used the band-
gap states present a lower Ti 3d character smaller projec-
tions on the Ti atoms, and larger delocalization, especially
for low vacancy concentration, where only one of the band-
gap states is well separated from the conduction band.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
The failure of LDA based methods in describing the tran-
sition metal oxide surfaces has motivated the development of
alternative methods able to deal with electron correlation ef-
fects. Among those methods, LDA+U approach is a prom-
ising one, the main limitation is that U is generally consid-
ered as an empirical parameter to be fixed during the
calculations.
In this context, a general protocol to estimate a reasonable
value of U to be injected in the LDA+U calculations has
been presented here, and illustrated in the case of reduced
110 rutile surface.
The procedure provides a U value of 5.5±0.5 eV, which
once introduced in the LDA+U calculations gives a correct
description of the band-gap states. The 3d character of these
states is confirmed and the effect of the vacancy concentra-
Tisub3
Tisub1
Tisurf
Tisub
LDA+U/GGA LDA+U/LDA+U
FIG. 5. Color online Total and projected density of states for reduced TiO2 110, with two different vacancy concentrations =0.5
middle panel and =0.25 bottom panel, calculated using the LDA+U method on the GGA geometry left or on the relaxed LDA+U
geometry right. In all cases a value of U=5.5 eV has been employed. On the top: the five-layer slabs used in the calculations left, vacancy
concentration: =0.5; right, vacancy concentration: =0.25. The Ti+3 states are localized on surface and subsurface Ti ions for =0.5 and
only subsurface Ti ions for =0.25. The inset shows how the increase of the vacancy concentration  pushes the band-gap states toward the
conduction-band edge for the LDA+U geometry. Solid and dashed lines correspond, respectively, to the majority and minority spin
components.
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tion on the relative position is also reproduced. Moreover,
our results show a strong dependence between the position of
the band-gap states and the approach used to account for the
lattice relaxation, with marked differences between the DOS
obtained from LDA+U calculations using the optimal GGA
geometry or the corresponding relaxed LDA+U structure.
So, the procedure is quite promising, and can be consid-
ered as an alternative tool for those systems where electronic
correlation plays a crucial role, and LDA+U descriptions
could help in understanding their properties.
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